
Le Dernier Tournante

Noir in France and Hollywood

In Brief(ish)

Le Dernier Tournant (Aka: The Last Turning) is the first adoption of James M. Cain’s
novel, “The postman always rings twice.” It is made in 1939. Other versions are
Luchino Visconti’s Ossessione and two American film with the same title as book,
one -- probably the best -- in 1946 (with Lana Turner and John Garfield), and the
latest -- and the weakest of all -- in 1981 with Jack Nicholson and Jessica Lang.

This French adoption has been forgotten since its director doesn’t belong to the
league of giant French cineastes of the glorious 1930s and 1940s, and
unfortunately it hasn’t been released on DVD yet. According to Georges Sadoul
the film was banned in the U. S. by Hayes office and it closed the doors for further
appreciations, so it could be another reason for obscurity of this version.

Although this is a very important film for noir scholars, because the French poetic
realist cinema always has been recognized as a great source for latter American
noirs, as long as theme and style were concerned. Now we see a French film that
unites the very elements of a national cinema with the literary sources that later
caused a big tide in Hollywood crime films.

France | 1939 | 90 minutes

But who is Pierre Chenal? Well, as long as I know his birth name is Pierre Cohen. He
was born in 5 December 1904 in Bruxelles, and died in 23 December 1990 in Paris.
First he started to make short films and then became a feature director from 1933,
the era known as French poetic realist cinema. He has made one of the first
adaptations of Dostoyevsky’s novel, The crime and punishment in 1935 and also a
remake of Luigi Pirandello’s Feu Mathias Pascal in 1937. Lots of his films deal with the
issue of crime and responsibility, in the context of intellectual despair of the post
first world war France. He was Jewish, so he left the occupied France in 1942 and
moved to Argentina, where he directed three films. After the war he came back and
continued to making films till the 1970s.His most famous works belong to pre-war
era, films like L'Alibi (1937, with Louis Jouvet and Erich von Stroheim) and Le Dernier
Tournant.

Le Dernier Tournant is a sincere adoption of Cain novel, so the story is quite familiar
for everybody and changes are few:

Frank, a vagabond, arrives at a service station on a mountain road near to Marseilles. The owner, Nick, offers him a job which he
accepts. Frank is instantly attracted to Nick’s young wife, Cora, and they have a passionate affair. The two lovers plan to kill Nick so
that they can profit from his life insurance. Having made Nick’s death look like an accident, they are acquitted of his murder.

Without enough concrete evidence to convict Frank and Cora, a suspicious police inspector tries to pit the two against each other, and
tricks Frank into signing an official complaint against Cora, alleging that she tried to kill both him and Nick. Inspector strategy nearly
succeeds when Cora incriminates herself and agrees to sign a full confession. She is later released on probation. Several weeks pass,
and Cora and Frank still do not trust each other. Of course, Frank meets Madge, a beautiful blonde, and falls in love with her and Cora
finds about them. But finally Cora trusts Frank and one day, when they’re driving home in peace, Frank loses control of the car and Cora
gets killed. Now Frank is accused and convicted of Cora's murder; a simple twist of fate.

In Le Dernier Tournant the most impressing part appears when the picture read as a poetic realist reflection of American noir fiction,
completely in opposite way of what has been happened so far by reading the American crime films via French poetic realist directors

like Marcel Carne and Julien Duvivier.

The picture tends to substitute the “man/femme fatale” characters with “doomed lovers”
-- a favorite poetic realist theme evident in many films of the period -- after the first kiss
we see lovers in a typical pastoral view of life in country, sleeping by the river and the big
sky above them. Chenal constantly focuses on their connection to the environment that
surrounds them, and like those master works of Carne this is a cold, dead and cruel world.
Love is an excuse for escaping from this ambiance, but it ends in the frightening coldness
of tragic death. And from the existential point that director has choose, the sexuality is
less in focus than other three versions of Postman.

By observing the effects of environment on two major characters we’ll be able to see
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some of the early sketches of life in bore and gloom in the suburbs that later became
the center of attention for directors like Antonioni in Il Grido.

Unlike most film noirs the husband is very quite sympathic, because after all he is
Michel Simon the heart of the all poetic realist films. The scene which Frank is trying
to kill Simon is unforgettable. Simon shouts loudly to the valley and the echo of his
voice came back after a few seconds. After his last shout, Frank knocks him in the
head; he is dead and his body falls down; suddenly the echo of his voice comes back
like he is still alive and calling Frank and Cora.

One of the key methods used by Chenal could be found in his two some framings
when he studies one person carefully, and leaves the other unfocused. By this
technique we are able to read the influence of characters and place in these powerful
medium shots.

It’s interesting how Pierre Chenal and his marvelous writer Charles Spaak have
changed the American themes of Cain’s novel into a more native one and have turned
the subject to a perfect French poetic film. And again, it would be fascinating if we
track down these very elements in American films that were made in the years after
Le Dernier Tournant and French poetic realist cinema.

--Ehsan Khoshbakht, www.notesoncinematograph.blogspot.co.uk

Prince of Darkness
James M Cain's hard-boiled novels of greed, lust and murder made for perfect film noir. But, says William Preston Robertson, the writer's
relationship with Hollywood's 'cavemen' was never easy - The Guardian

James M Cain, the prolific and talented author of such landmark hard-boiled novels as The Postman Always Rings Twice, Double
Indemnity, Mildred Pierce and Serenade, had nothing but contempt for movies and for the bloated industry that produced them. Cain
believed movies to be an inferior art form. He found them crudely schematic, childishly contrived, simple-minded, superficial and
unsophisticated - the modern equivalent of hunting tableaux scrawled by slavering, torch-bearing cavemen.

That Cain held the flickering arts in such disdain is ironic because he eagerly pursued a career as a screenwriter in his youth and later
on, as a novelist, garnered respectable riches from the film rights to his work. Today, much of the public is aware of him solely through
the movies derived from his books. When people think of James Mallahan Cain, they think of Fred MacMurray and Barbara Stanwyck
in Double Indemnity. They think of John Garfield and Lana Turner in The Postman Always Rings Twice. They think of Joan Crawford in
Mildred Pierce, re-released this week. When people think of Cain, they think of film noir.

And why not? The Postman Always Rings Twice and Double Indemnity, Cain's back-to-back 1930s pulp masterpieces of adultery, spousal
homicide and insurance-settlement high jinks - once they were allowed on to the screen by the Hays Office censors of the 1940s -
became veritable templates for a staggering number of noir movies. This use, or perhaps overuse, of the "Cain template" extended
well past the original film noir era's demise in the 1950s. The practice re-emerged in the neo-noir era of the 1980s and 1990s, which
arguably began with Body Heat and Blood Simple. From there it was carried across the millennial threshold into the current era, when
"in the tradition of James M Cain" is shamelessly proclaimed on the sleeve of every direct-to-video thriller that, however slightly,
incorporates blue lighting, a fog machine and a hero with a nicotine addiction.

And herein lies the problem. When all is said and done, very few films of any era bear a resemblance to the spirit of Cain's writing, the
best of which was penned long before film noir existed. Somewhere in the shadows of film noir, James M Cain the writer has got lost.
No one would rate Cain a Nobel-worthy man of letters - except maybe Albert Camus, who admitted basing his existentialist work The
Outsider on the Cain template. Nevertheless, at the very least Cain deserves a seat alongside the other major fiction-writers of his day.
He deserves to be taken seriously, not as some kind of a miner hammering out rough ore for the Hollywood refinery, but for what he
was: a first-rate writer of fiction.

Cain belonged to that gaggle of writers from the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s known as the "tough guy" or "hard boiled" school. They
wrote terse, lurid, violent tales about crime and desperation, set against low-rent landscapes populated with lumpenproletarians and
anti-heroes who jabbered in the clipped, slangy lingo of the everyday schmo. Some of these writers, such as Dashiell Hammett (The
Maltese Falcon, Red Harvest) and Raymond Chandler (The Big Sleep, Farewell My Lovely), wrote detective stories. Others, such as
Horace McCoy (They Shoot Horses, Don't They?, Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye) and Cain, tended to approach matters from the point of view
of those who committed the crimes. Critic Edmund Wilson dubbed the writers in this latter subset "the poets of the tabloid murder"
and, of them, he considered Cain the best.

James M Cain described himself as an ugly, Irish Catholic mama's boy born in Maryland to upper-middle-class parents, in 1892. Cain's
mother was a former soprano who gave up her career to marry Cain's father, a self-centred academic who drank and disliked work.
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Both parents had an annoying penchant for punctiliously correcting Cain's grammar in
conversation, a habit that no doubt helped shape his love of jargon-laden first-person
narrative voices, and compelled him later to cite as his major literary influence a bricklayer
named Ike.

Writing was a kind of booby prize to Cain. Tubercular and deeply sensitive, with a tendency
toward self-deprecation, he struggled to find his niche in life, trying his hand at everything
from opera to insurance. He failed as a novelist, too, until he wrote The Postman Always
Rings Twice, which initially he wanted to call Bar-B-Que. Thankfully, this time around, failure
lost out. Cain's experiences with failure instilled in him an affinity for losers as his
protagonists. Cain's characters are society's lost souls, the disenfranchised and the
powerless, inches away from despair, craving to make something of themselves and willing
to try any idea to reach that end, no matter how stupid or murderous. The jargon he got
from Ike. The morbid fascination with tortuous moral dilemmas, from his Catholic upbringing.
The rough sexual encounters seem to have been his own idea.

Cain's interest in losers wasn't sheer perversity. As bleak and depressing as his fictional world
could be at times, Cain portrayed his losers with great humanity, complexity and artistic
integrity. Losers and weaklings, psychopaths and sociopaths though they may be, Cain's
characters are individual human beings compassionately rendered. Perhaps most human of
all Cain's stable of flawed, self- destructive characters is Mildred Pierce. Mildred is an
ordinary, middle-class, Depression-era housewife with pretty nice gams, a talent for making
pies and a healthy libido, whose confining socio-economic position has left her with few

resources to fall back upon except her gams, her pies and her libido.

Surrounded as she is by extraordinarily ineffectual men with diminished senses of responsibility, and motivated by her desire to make
things better for her cruelly snobbish, sociopathic daughter Veda, Mildred scrappily builds a minor culinary empire, basking in her
sexual freedom along the way. Her downfall is her unhealthy, self-destructive love for the loveless, insatiable, ungrateful Veda.

Cain's highly sexual, psychologically and physically violent novels caused a sensation on their release but were not brought to the
screen until the end of the second world war and the rise of film noir. By then Cain had given up on Hollywood and had left California
for the pastoral confines of Maryland with his wife, an opera singer. And film noir was left to its own devices with Cain's work.

Film noir was born from the serendipitous jumbling of a series of unlikely influences, both artistic and thematic in nature. The stories
were primarily American crime dramas whose cinematic look was heavily influenced in lighting, framing and mood by the ostentatious,
off-kilter angst of German Expressionism, courtesy of the many directors who had fled the Nazis. Subtextually added to this mix were
a variety of US government-sanctioned, propagandistic impulses of the day: the drive to disengage women from their independent
work status in the total war economy; the housing lobby's promotion of urban flight to the cheap suburban developments that were
springing up; and the campaign to discourage returning soldiers from wartime habits and motivate them to settle back into domestic
life.

But film noir is also a stylised form, a kind of Teutonically lit Noh drama of fedoras and slinky dresses in which the characters are pawns
of fate and destiny, with personalities defined by broadly sketched impulses of lust, greed, paranoia and evil. Cain was many things,
but self- consciously stylistic he was not. He relied on his rhythmic sense of dialogue and his understanding of human psychology and
social context to tell his tales.

So it was that when film noir took on the job of adapting Cain's novels, the distinctly 1930s aspects were removed from his yarns of
sex and murder and manipulative, castrating temptresses. The result was that Cain's strong but flawed women lost whatever individual
motivating traits they exhibited in the books and became pointlessly manipulative.

Thus Cora Papadakis in The Postman Always Rings Twice became Cora Smith, a dapper beauty without the desperation that helped
explain her motivations in Cain's book. Phyllis Nirdlinger in Double Indemnity became
Phyllis Dietrichson, a pointlessly evil woman. And finally, for the movie of Mildred Pierce,
the characters of the men were bolstered. Many of them got jobs or financial interests
that had been missing in the book, while Veda's operatic talents were reduced to those of
a nightclub songstress. And the class-struggle aspects were for the most part excised,
leaving no drudgework for Mildred to partake in. The book, of course, had no murder, but
since this was Cain, it seemed only right to add one.

It's important, and only fair to Cain, to remember the distinction between the literary
demands of the 1930s and the cinematic demands of the 1940s. In his excellent book
analysing the work of Cain, Paul Skenazy compares Cain's portrayal of Depression-era
desperation to Nathanael West's The Day of the Locust and John Steinbeck's The Grapes
of Wrath. If nothing else, Cain deserves to be taken seriously for his legitimate contribution
to American literature. And to French literature too, if you count Camus.
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The Postman Always Rings Twice

Noir in France and Hollywood

In Brief

A drifter walks into a roadside diner and inquires about a help wanted position.
He is taken on the shrewd owner and taken greatly by his young and sultry wife.
Soon, the two find each themselves in each others arms and quickly cook up a
scheme to bump off the bumbling husband, not fully aware of the meaning of
the title omen. "The Postman Always Rings Twice" is classic film noir from the
hard boiled James M. Cain novel. John Garfield is excellent as the well meaning
hitcher who has no intentions of getting entangled with the seductive femme
fatale, played by a sexy and sultry Lana Turner. Much of the film's tension is
released following the murder (although the latter courtroom scenes feature a
great turn by Hume Cronyn as an unscrupulous defense attorney), "The
Postman Always Rings Twice" is genre defining filmmaking.

Andy Kaiser, www.filmreviewsnsuch.blogspot.co.uk

USA | 1946 | 113 minutes

Tay Garnett's The Postman Always Rings Twice, adapted from the James M.
Cain novel of the same name, is film noir boiled down to its rawest essence. Its
plot is frankly preposterous, twisty and packed with one absurd contrivance
after another, and yet there's something strangely irresistible about this odd,
emotionally draining roller coaster ride. This is a noir where everything is
increasingly centered around the passionate, complex, love/hate relationship
between the femme fatale and the tough-luck guy who's stuck on her, a
relationship whose seismic, molten intensity eventually burns away all the
distractions at the film's margins, leaving only the smoldering exchange of
glances, the continuous tension between a kiss and a slap, the desperate
violence and desire of two people whose destinies are inextricably intertwined.

The femme in this variation on an age-old tale is Cora (Lana Turner), the wife of
lunch counter owner Nick Smith (Cecil Kellaway), a much older man. The
hapless guy who falls for this beauty is the wandering drifter Frank Chambers
(John Garfield), a shiftless guy who hitchhikes from town to town and job to job. One afternoon, he winds up at Nick's place, where
he gets a gig pumping gas and tending to odd jobs around the diner. He takes the opportunity because he just so happens to be there,
as is his way, but he sticks around because of Cora, blonde and beautiful and statuesque, so glamorous that she looks more than a little
out of place playing the role of the owner's wife, working in the kitchen and puttering around the place as a homemaker. It's never
quite clear why Cora ever married Nick in the first place, and her explanation that he just came along at the right time and offered her
stability doesn't hold water. Cora's an unabashed social climber, it's true, seeking a good life for herself and not above using her sexual
appeal to get it — but that would hardly explain why she'd settle for the schlubby, unambitious old Nick, a tightwad whose greatest
happiness seems to be getting his laundry done for free. The problem is that Turner is never believable in this role, she's too much of
a movie star to be able to get across the more practical, down-to-earth ambitions that Cora expresses, like turning the diner into a
fashionable bar.

Turner might inhabit this role awkwardly, but she's nevertheless an electric embodiment of the femme fatale, and her chemistry with
the equally potent Garfield is undeniable. Together, they're the archetypal noir couple, her the ambitious social climber who'll toss her
moral scruples aside to get what she wants, him the ordinary joe blinded by beauty, willing to do anything to get the girl. They're
locked together almost from the very moment they lay eyes on each other. Cora's introduction in particular is stunning, with Garnett's
camera and Frank's eyes catching a glimpse of her bare legs first as her dropped lipstick tube rolls across the floor; the camera then
slowly traces upwards to take in the glorious rest of her. Frank bends down to pick up her lipstick, then initiates the first of the power
games between them. While Cora waits for him to walk over with the lipstick to return it to her, he simply lounges against the lunch
counter, holding it out in his palm, forcing her to come to him instead. It's an encapsulation of their entire relationship-to-come in a
simple set of stylized gestures and motions, the webs of power and control already starting to form between them.

If the complicated relationship between Frank and Cora is continually enthralling, the actual plot with its multiple murder intrigues,
courtroom double-crosses and conflicting schemes, is not quite as satisfying. There are too many coincidences and obvious
contrivances, too many ridiculous situations — like the absurd sequence of events that confounds Cora and Frank's first failed attempt
at murdering Nick. The script is sometimes smart enough to play the most outrageous bits for humor, particularly in the recurring
scenes featuring a dim-witted motorcycle cop who fixates obsessively on a dead cat at the scene of the crime. But there's too much
unexplained or poorly motivated business going on all the time. Why is the local district attorney (Leon Ames) so immediately suspicious
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of Frank and Cora, when it would seem that Nick was only involved in a bizarre accident? Who took out the
insurance policy on Nick right before the couple finally manages to kill him? And all the courtroom
shenanigans are unnecessarily convoluted and silly, not to mention distractingly unrealistic. The best noirs
are always hyper-real and stylized rather than realistic, but this film makes such a hash of its narrative that
it has no grounding in reality whatsoever. Still, even at its worst moments, the film boasts lively supporting
turns from Hume Cronyn as a sleazy defense lawyer and Alan Reed as his beefy, wise-guy private eye, keeping
the film fun through its sometimes uneven middle stretches.

For the most part, though, the film's best aspect is its central dysfunctional relationship. In the final half
hour of the film, especially, this relationship becomes very complex, as Frank and Cora develop an intense
hatred and distrust for one another, while at the same time clinging desperately together. They share the
guilt for Nick's death, and for betraying one another, and yet the initial sparks of their love still glow,
reminders of what brought them together in the first place. The performances of Turner and Garfield are
perfect, even when they don't quite fit the characters they're supposed to be playing — they're perfect if
only because of the friction and energy they generate whenever they're together. Garnett's sense of mise
en scène also envelops the doomed lovers in their joined destinies, using moody lighting schemes to turn
Nick's diner into a shadowy and tightly confined noir locale, its rooms seemingly never big enough and its
door opening at awkward angles. Even when the plot threatens to go off the rails, the film's theme of desire
shading into scorn is communicated in every nuance of Turner and Garfield's volcanic performances, and in
the increasingly claustrophobic, constricting interiors with which Garnett surrounds them. The Postman
Always Rings Twice may be implausible and overdone and occasionally silly, but it's also one of the best and
purest explorations of the complicated sexual dynamics of the film noir, the relationships between sex and
power, sex and greed, sex and guilt that drive noir's anti-heroes and femme fatales. 

Ed Howard, www. seul-le-cinema.blogspot.co.uk

The Postman Always Rings Twice (1946) - Original Review on release

By BOSLEY CROWTHER, New York Time, Published: May 3, 1946

The long hesitation of the "Hays office" to permit a motion picture to be made from James M. Cain's plain-spoken novel, "The Postman
Always Rings Twice," is proved an unnecessary caution by the film which came to the Capitol yesterday. For "The Postman," as
evidenced in this treatment, makes a sternly "moral" picture on the screen, without in the least evading the main line or the spirit of
the book. It also comes off a tremendously tense and dramatic show, and it gives Lana Turner and John Garfield the best roles of their
careers.

Actually, there is nothing so sensational about the story "The Postman" tells. It is strictly a crime-and-punishment saga, and it has been
told on the screen before, notably in the film version of Mr. Cain's own "Double Indemnity." But the picture achieves its distinction
through the smart way in which it has been made and through the quality of its representation of two passion-torn characters.

Carey Wilson, who produced it for Metro, stuck close to the realistic style of the novel in picturing this story of a young bum and a
temptatious blonde who kill the husband of the latter and then find you can't "monkey with murder" profitably. He and Tay Garnett,
the director, shot much of the action out-of-doors—or, at least, around a solid reproduction of a California roadside lunch-stand—in
establishing the sordid liaison between the feverish hobo and the girl. And then, where the script called for action inside the lunch-
stand, in court and jail, they gave these scenes all the tough-grained texture of actuality.

Furthermore, Niven Busch and Harry Ruskin preserved in their well-constructed script the terseness and flavor of dialogue that was
striking in Mr. Cain's book. The build-up of incident and character has the rhythm of a throttled-down machine, and the moments of
cold, deliberate violence suddenly burst with accelerated force. Also, without illustrating any of the bluntly carnal scenes of the book,
the authors, actors and director have suggested sensual tensions thoroughly.

Too much cannot be said for the principals. Mr. Garfield reflects to the life the crude and confused young hobo who stumbles aimlessly
into a fatal trap. And Miss Turner is remarkably effective as the cheap and uncertain blonde
who has a pathetic ambition to "be somebody" and a pitiful notion that she can realize it
through crime. Cecil Kellaway is just a bit too cozy and clean as Miss Turner's middle-aged
spouse. He is the only one not a Cain character, and throws a few scenes a shade out of
key. But Hume Cronyn is slyly sharp and sleazy as an unscrupulous criminal lawyer, Leon
Ames is tough as a district attorney and Alan Reed plays a gum-shoe role well.

In its surface aspects, "The Postman" appears no more than a melodramatic tale, another
involved demonstration (two hours in length) that crime does not pay. But the artistry of
writers and actors have made it much more than that; it is, indeed, a sincere
comprehension of an American tragedy. For the yearning of weak and clumsy people for
something better than the stagnant lives they live is revealed as the core of the dilemma,
and sin is shown to be no way to happiness.
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Pièges

In Brief

In Paris, women who reply to lonely hearts ads disappear without a trace.
Nightclub dancer Adrienne Charpentier, a colleague of one of those who have
gone missing, offers to act as a police “decoy”. She meets various advertisers,
including a psychotic fashion designer, who puts her life at grave risk. It turns out
that with Adrienne's help, a gang trafficking in girls can be convicted. However,
the murders of three women remain unsolved. Suddenly, Adrienne finds clues to
the culprit in the desk of nightclub owner and female heart-throb Robert Fleury,
the very man she got to know and love during her investigations … Pièges is the
“missing link” between Robert Siodmak’s legal drama Voruntersuchung (1931)
and his American films noirs. This exciting thriller – with its powerful, central
woman figure – describes objectively, and in great detail, the way the police
operate, critically questions the work of the judiciary, and provides a psychological
profile of the perpetrator. The specifically German contribution to this genre is
brilliantly summarised in a single dialogue line. “Have you read Freud?”

www.berlinale.de

France | 1939 | 106 minutes

"Pièges" was Siodmak's last French movie (unless we count his failed remake of
FEyder's "le grand jeu").And it was the great thriller he had threatened to make
during all the thirties.Both "tumultes" and his curious "Mister Flow" were interesting
but they were absolutely dwarfed by "Pièges".

"Pièges" is not perfect though: There's a certain vagueness in the middle of the
film,when the heroine (Marie Déa) becomes a servant in a rich house .Déa plays an
amateur undercover policewoman cause one of her friends was a victim of a maniac
who stalks his preys through small ads .

Marie Déa's most famous parts were Carné 's "les Visiteurs du Soir" and Cocteau's
"Orphée" but in this one,they put the whole weight on her and she carried it
brilliantly.The other actors actually play supporting parts : Erich Von Stroheim's
appearance does not exceed ten minutes but it's ten GREAT minutes.I have often got the strange feeling,when I'm watching Von
Stroheim's French movies,that the directors make him play his own part of a fallen director.It's glaring in "l'alibi" where he plays a two-
bit magician ,he who directed such masterworks as "greed" or "queen Kelly" ,or in "la Foire aux Chimères" where he portrays a
humiliated man desperately in love with a woman who doesn't care about him.In "pièges" he plays a fallen top designer who still
believes (or does he?) the aristocracy adores him.So he stands on his stage in front of an empty room,presenting his clothes :how
can't we think of the former Hollywood film-maker?And of Gloria Swanson coming down her stair in "Sunset Blvd" where Von Stroheim
was her butler.This Von Stroheim sequence,whose connection with the movie is rather thin, is my favorite :it includes madness,hints
at Perrault's "Blue Beard" and heralds the Freudian film noir which would become one of Siodmak's trademarks in his American forties
("Spiral staircase" the stunning "dark mirror" with two Olivia de Havilland)

On the other hand ,the choice of Maurice Chevalier was not a good one.Who can believe he's a serial killer?This singer (who sings two
ditties:"mon amour " and "Il Pleurait Comme une Madeleine" (=he was crying his eyes out)is in a thriller like a bull in a china shop.

Pierre Renoir's performance is brilliant.Like Hitchcock,Siodmak did not like the whodunit
that much and he knows we cannot suspect Chevalier.So his study of Renoir's character
is absorbing,recalling sometimes Lorre's performance in Lang's "M" ,which the
expressionist lighting effects reinforce:the scene when Marie Déa is asleep in a room
where only the ticking of a clock is heard is first-class film noir stuff.

People who are familiar with Siodmak's American career should have a look at "Pièges" .It
contains their seeds. 

www. imdb.com
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Lured

Noir in France and Hollywood

In Brief

Douglas Sirk made a name for himself as the premier director of melodramas in
the '50s thanks to films like Magnificent Obsession and Imitation Of Life. But on
his way to America after leaving Nazi Germany, Sirk made a handful of films in
Europe, including Lured, a clever English thriller from 1947. Set in London, Lured
stars Lucille Ball as a no-nonsense American who gets swept up in the
investigation of a string of murders. Working undercover for Scotland Yard, Ball
serves as the bait to catch a Baudelaire-fixated serial killer who contacts his victims
via personal ads. But is the killer insane fashion designer Boris Karloff, eternal bon
vivant George Sanders, or someone else? With a game cast and a clever script,
Sirk keeps things moving along nicely, providing a colorful look at some seamy
pockets of London life. Lured works as a compelling alternative to American noir:
Horrible things may be happening, but Ball's plucky resolve and the granite upper
lips of her new police friends—not to mention Sanders' unshakably dandyish
appreciation of the finer things in life—keep everything in perspective, helping
to render Lured as fun as it is suspenseful.

Keith Phipps, www.avclub.com

USA | 1947 | 102 minutes

"Lured" (1947) is an interesting forgotten work from famed filmmaker Douglas
Sirk. Sirk, as some readers may known, was the man behind several melodramas
such as "All That Heaven Allows" (1955) and "Written on the Wind" (1956).
"Lured" doesn't have much in common with those movies, on the surface. This
is a noir/mystery starring Lucille Ball. If that doesn't grab your attention, nothing
will.

"Lured" was one of Sirk's first American films. He had directed several films in
Germany under his given name, Detlef Sierck. The majority of his early English
language films are difficult to come by. The only ones in wide circulation seem to
be this movie and "A Scandal in Paris" (1946).

This film doesn't have the qualities Sirk fans may have come to expect. There
isn't a beautiful color scheme, lavish sets and no melodrama. But "Lured", like
"Written on the Wind" and his other better known films, is suggestive. Today,
many audiences consider Sirk's films campy. They hinted at risque subjects. "Lured" is no different. The film did run into some problems
with the censorship board.

Here we are dealing with a serial killer, who puts ads in the personal columns, hoping to attract innocent, young women. He says his
intentions are noble, he is marriage mind for instance. He tauts the police by sending them poems, which offer very subtle clues as to
whom his next victim will be. The police, headed by Inspector Temple (Charles Coburn) can't figure out the poems and are no closer
to finding out the identity of the man, even after 8 women have been killed.

Events take a turn when Sandra (Lucille Ball) learns that her friend is missing. This all comes after the friend had exposed to her
intentions of running away with a man she met through a personal column. Could
she have fallen for the serial killer? The police think so.

Inspector Temple wants to use Sandra as bait to lure the killer. She is to answer
all personal ads and meet the gentlemen, while a police officer tails her.
Eventually she will run into the killer.

This all makes "Lured" sound interesting and suspenseful but it never quite
reaches its potential. First of all, there isn't really any genuine suspense. We never
really feel Sandra's life is in danger. The film was written by Leo Rosten, who
wrote Sirk's next movie, another mystery film, "Sleep, My Love" (1948). But here
the film has a sarcastic undertone. There is a dark humor. Ball gets a few laughs.
This reminded me a bit of a Hitchcock film, but not quite as polished.

One of the film's main objectives is to present Lucille Ball as a beauty. After all, it
is her beauty which is suppose to lure the serial killer to attack. Every man in
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"Lured" falls under her spell. Creating a strong sexual undertone. However, while Ball may
have been an attractive woman, Sirk and his cinematography, the Oscar winner, William
Daniels, don't do enough to accentuate her beauty. The camera doesn't linger on her. She
needed better lighting.

And finally, once Sandra takes the case there is never another murder. This also creates a
lack of suspense. There is no cat and mouse game between the police and the killer. And as
a result we really don't have a list of suspects until late into the picture.

Some of those suspects are suppose to be Charles van Druten (Boris Karloff). Sandra
answers his ad and agree to meet him at a dark corner at an empty street. We can sense
Charles may not be all there and Sandra is uneasy in his presence.

Then there is Robert Fleming (George Sanders). He is a nightclub owner and wants to offer
Sandra a job as a dancer. He is a playboy type who appreciates young, beautiful women.
Now, as I said, the film reminded me of a Hitchcock film and oddly enough Sanders appeared
in Hitchcock's first two American films; "Rebecca" (1940) and "Foreign Correspondent"
(1940).

And lastly we have Lyle Maxwell (Alan Mowbray) as a butler who has lingering eyes for
Sandra, after he gets her a job as a maid. Dr. Moryani (Joseph Calleia), whom along with
Maxwell have a questionable scheme they want to include Sandra in. And Fleming's friend
and business partner Julian Wilde (Cedric Hardwicke).

For a 1947 film there is a pretty good cast here. Coburn had already won an Oscar for his
performance in George Stevens' "The More the Merrier" (1943). He was an effective
character actor also known for roles in such films as "Kings Row" (1942). Many of us know
Lucille Ball of course for her comedy and her most famous role on the television show "I
Love Lucy". But she was a struggling actress back in the 30s and 40s. Mostly appearing in
light comedies and musicals. Some of her better known performances, at this point, would
include appearing in "Room Service" (1938) with the Marx Brothers, the Cole Porter musical

adaptation "Du Barry Was A Lady" (1943) with Gene Kelly and the all-star female cast comedy "Stage Door" (1937). So seeing her in
this kind of film was unusual.Though one of her prior films to this was another mystery film, "The Dark Corner" (1946). I wonder if her
performance in that movie led to this movie.

Despite some of its flaws "Lured" is a curiosity piece for film buffs. Especially those with an interest in Sirk's career and Lucille Ball
fans. Even if you are only familiar with her work in television, this will catch your attention because you won't be use to seeing her in
this type of film. "Lured" is no masterpiece but it is fun to watch. There is a lot going on under the surface here which makes it quite
risque for the times.

- Alex Udvary, http://alex-udvary.blogspot.co.uk
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